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ABSTRACT 

A common occurrence in the modeling of magnetic and piezoelectric materials 

is the phenomenon of hysteresis. The Preisach operator has been successfully used 

in the modeling of physical systems with hysteresis, when the Preisach operator's 

density function is known. In this thesis, we examine a method for determining the 

density function for a physical system when implementing the Preisach operator and 

there is not enough experimental data to uniquely solve for the density function. To 

do this we will use a discretization of the Preisach plane, and implement a linear 

optimization method for experimental data. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this thesis is to find an identification method for the density func

tion used in the Preisach operator when there is insufficient experimental data. The 

Preisach operator is a mathematical tool which is used to model hysteresis. The 

phenomena of nonlinear hysteresis has been well documented in magnetism and elec

tricity, and describes a relationship between inputs and outputs of a certain system. 

A system with scalar inputs and outputs is said to exhibit rate-independent hysteresis 

if the outputs of the system do not depend on the rate at which the input is applied, 

and the output at a certain time depends on the previous input values. 

The Preisach operator has been used for many years to model hysteresis. Part 

of what is needed to implement the Preisach operator is a density function defined 

for certain parameters. In the past, several researchers have addressed the problem 

of identifying the Preisach density function. Mayergoyz first described a method to 

identify the density function in the proof of his representation theorem [16]. However, 

to use his method one the output must not corrupted by noise, which can not be 

assumed in an experimental setting. 

The other methods for finding the Preisach density function are along three main 

lines. In the first method, it is assumed that the density follows a certain distribution, 

and the parameters for that distribution are identified [8]. The second method involves 

using a set of basis vectors, and writing the density as a finite linear combination of 

these vectors [7]. These two approaches lead to problems which will be discussed 

later. The third method involves a discretization of the input, and a least squares 

method. This is the method that we will follow. 

In the following chapters we will investigate linear approximation methods to 

solve for the density. Specifically we will consider the common situation when there 

is not sufficient experimental data. There is a need for an identification method 

that uses limited information to obtain an approximation of the density function. 



Another common problem of insufficient data is encountered when one considers a 

fine discretization of the input, in order to obtain a smaller approximation error. What 

is needed is a method that utilizes all the available information in the experimental 

data to obtain the best approximation of the actual density function. 

In the Chapter II, we will explain what hysteresis is, as well as develop and define 

the Preisach operator. The properties of the Preisach operator will be pointed out 

and discussed. In Chapter III, we will explain the method that we used to solve for 

the density function of the Preisach operator. It will consist of a discretization, and 

a series of steps to solve a minimization problem. Then in Chapter IV, the results of 

our method will be presented by experiments done in MATLAB involving previously 

published data of a magnetostrictive actuator, and electro-active polymers. Finally, 

in the fifth chapter, we will give our conclusions and investigate what further work 

can be done. 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

2.1 Hysteresis 

The phenomena of nonlinear hysteresis is documented in magnetism and electric

ity. Hysteresis comes from a Greek term meaning "to lag behind," and describes 

a relationship between inputs and outputs of a certain system [3]. A system has 

hysteresis if the "relation between two scalar time-dependent quantities" cannot be 

"expressed in terms of a single-valued function," but instead "loops" are formed from 

the input-output behavior [3]. These loops, seen in Figure 2.2 will henceforth be 

referred to as hysteresis loops. This reduces to the property that the output depends 

on the history of the input function, but do not depend on the rate at which the input 

is applied. 

Consider the simple input-output system in Figure 2.1. As the input is increased 

from some u < b, the output does not increase until u > a. Then if the input is 

decreased from some u > a, the output does not decrease until u < b. This is a 

"lagging behind" of the output. 

Figure 2.1: Simple hysteresis example 



Consider a more general input-output relationship from [13] 

v{t) = 
max{uo, Fr['u(t)]}, if u(t) is non-decreasing 

min{vo,ri[u{t)]}, ifu(t) is non-increasing 

where Fr and F; are functions of a monotone input u{t) with F; > F .̂, and VQ is the 

initial state [13]. If the input starts at u(-) = ui, increases monotonically to U2, and 

then decrease the input back to Ui, then we get the relationship shown in Figure 2.2. 

The lagging behind of the output can be seen from this graph. In a linear system, 

the output v{-) would change when the rate at which the input is applied changes. 

However, in a system with hysteresis the output is rate independent. 

Figure 2.2: General hysteresis example 

The curve which results from an input being monotonically increased and de

creased as described above is referred to as a hysteresis loop. Similar hysteresis loops 

will be formed each time an input is monotonically increased and decreased within 

the interval [1*1,̂ 2]. However, the output at any given time is also dependent on the 

initial state of the system [13]. Assume the same input-output relation as in the 

Figure 2.2. Consider a piecewise monotonia input u{-) which starts at ui, is increased 

to U2, decreased to some U3 e (tti, U2), and then increased to U2- Notice in Figure 2.3 

the output when u is increased from U3 to U2 is different then when u is increased 

from Ml to U2. This is because the output depends on the previous values of u(-) as 



well as the current value. We can see the hysteresis loop that forms between uz and 

u-2 is within the larger loop in Figure 2.3. Such loops are observed in experiments on 

magnetic materials, where u is the magnetic field, and v is the magnetization along 

an axis. 

Figure 2.3: Input play with a hysteresis system 

Modeling hysteresis is important in the field of "smart materials." Smart materi

als are materials that respond by changing their shape when given a specific stimuli, 

such as electric, thermal, or magnetic fields [17]. For example, piezoelectric mate

rials are smart materials which change shape when an electric field is applied, and 

magnetostrictive materials are smart materials which expand when a magnetic field 

is applied. One proposed use of piezoelectric materials is for airplane wings. Typical 

airplane wings are controlled by hydraulic systems which can weigh down the aircraft. 

However, a wing composed of a piezoelectric material, which uses electromagnetic ac

tuators to control the movement of the wing would be lighter [17]. Piezoelectric ma

terials display hysteresis in their charge versus electric field characteristic. Similarly 

magnetostrictive materials exhibit hysteresis in their magnetization versus magnetic 

field. 

To model a nonlinear hysteresis relationship, we will use a mathematical tool called 

the Preisach operator, which was created by F. Preisach in 1935. M. Krasnoselki was 

the first to develop the Preisach operator as a "mathematical idea" in the 1970s, and 



it has since been developed by other scientists and mathematicians [16]. In the next 

section we will define and discuss the Preisach operator, and how it is used to model 

hysteresis. 

2.2 The Preisach Operator 

The Preisach operator is a mathematical tool which has been used to model the 

phenomena of hysteresis for many years. Consider a relay R^^a which at any given 

time is at one of two states: -l-l or -1 (see Figure 2.4). K.H. Hoffmann and G. H. 

Meyer compare this behavior to a thermostat [9]. The air switches on when the 

temperature is above a, and turns off when the temperature goes below p. Hence the 

fan has two states. The state of the fan when the temperature is between a and /3 

depends on whether the temperature is warming or cooling. 

Instead of temperature consider a function of time u(-) as an input for the relay. 

The only condition on u{-) is that it must be a piecewise continuous, real valued 

function [21]. R^a ~ +1 when li(-) > a, and R^^a = — 1 when u(-) < /S. Like the 

thermostat example, if u{-) is approaching /? from the right (analogous to cooling), 

then i?/3_Q = -1-1. Also, if u(-) is approaching a. from the left (analogous to warming), 

then Rff^a = — 1- From this we can get a corresponding output for the relay. 

Define v, the output of the relay to be [12]: 

- 1 if u{t) < P 

+1 if u{t) > a 

- 1 if /3 < u{t) < a, and 3 ti : u{ti) < /5, and 
Va,0it) = < (2.1) 

V r e ( t i , i ) , u ( r )e ( /3 ,a ) 

-1-1 if P < u{t) < a, and 3 ti : u{ti) > a, and 

V r € ( t i , t ) , u{T)e{/3,a) 

This gives us the relation shown in Figure 2.4. Let us denote W/3,Q(') = R0,a[u]{')-

Notice that if u{-) was not piecewise continuous, then for u{t) 6 (/?, a) there may 



Figure 2.4: Input-output relationship from ( 2.1) 

be no ti, so that U{T) e (/5,a) V r G {ti,t). Let u{-) be the input for the Preisach 

operator, then define the output y{-) to be [16]: 

y{t)= [ f ii(P,a)RQM'(^)dPda 
•I Ja>0 

(2.2) 

where /i(/3, Q) is a continuous density function with compact support. Since fj, is 

a density, //(of, P) > 0, Va, p. As a result, if u is monotonically increased then 

fji{P,a) R/s^abAi'^) ^^^^ increase, hence y{i) will increase. Similarly, if u(t) is mono

tonically decreased, then y{t) will decrease. The result is that the restriction on u{-) 

makes j/(-) piecewise monotone [3]. 

Let us examine how the input function u{-] affects the behavior of the Preisach op

erator. Since /J- has a compact support fi{a, P) = 0 for all {a, P) E G = {{a, P) : P < 

Po,a < Qfo} for some QQ and Po, we will now define P, the Preisach plane, to be the 

compliment of G. 

Consider an initial input u{t) = UQ. If UQ < Po, then the outputs of the relay 

are -1 [16]. Similarly, if UQ > CKQ, then all the outputs are at -i-1. Assume UQ < Po 

and that the input monotonically increases to some u{t) = a-i < ao- All the relays 

which have a coordinates less than ai are in the -1-1 position, and all the relays 



which have a coordinates between ai and ao are in the - 1 position [16]. Now let the 

input monotonically decrease from Oi to some u{t) = Pi > Po- As the input is being 

decreased, all the relays which have P coordinates greater than Pi are switched back 

to —1 [16]. From here, if the input monotonically increases to some u{t) = 0̂2 where 

^1 < ao < oj , then all the relays which have P > Pi and a < a2 will be switched to 

-hi. This behavior can be seen in the Preisach plane, and is shown in Figure 2.5. 

It can be generalized that each time the input is monotonically increased it cor

responds with a horizontal line in the Preisach plane, which separates the relays in 

the -Hi position from those in the —1 position. Moreover, each time the input is 

monotonically decreased it corresponds to a vertical line in the Preisach plane. The 

resulting curve divides P into two parts: the relays in the region above the curve are 

in the —1 state, and the relays in the area below the curve are in the +1 state. Let 

us denote these areas as P_, and P+ respectively. Now the Preisach output can be 

written as 

yit) = 1 1 {+l)Ka,P)dpda + J J {-l)iJi{a,P)dpda 

or 

y{t) = j j K<^,P)dpda-I J ,ji{aj)dpda. 

The curve separating P+ and P_, is referred to as the memory curve. If we let 

r = ^ and s = ^ , then we can define the set of "admissible" memory curves as 

[3]: 

^ = {</.: R+ -> R, mn) - (j>{r2)\\ < \\ri - r2||, Vn,r2 € E+, 

sup{r|r > 0, (t)ir) # 0} < 00}. 

With this definition and the fact that the input function u(-) determines the 

memory curve we can consider the Preisach operator to be a map from Cpm[0,T] 



into Cp^[0,T'] by •u(-) i-> (/>(•) i-> y(-), where Cpm[0,r] is the space of all monotone 

functions that are piecewise continuous on [0,r]. 

The memory curve is so called because it records the extrema points (local maxima 

or minima) of the input function. Each corner of the memory curve represents a local 

extrema point of the input function. In this way it "remembers" the "dominate 

maxima and minima values of the past input" function [21]. This is illustrated in 

Figure 2.6. 

From this development we can see that the Preisach operator has two properties 

[16]. The first propert}- is referred to as the wiping-out property. This property states 

that each time the input reaches a local maximum, the memory curve erases, or "wipes 

out." the previous vertices whose a value was lower than the current input's a value 

[16]. As a result, all previous dominate maxima values recorded in the memory curve 

which have a value lower than the current maxima are taken out of the memory curve. 

Similarly, each time an input reaches a local minimum value the memory curve erases 

all previous vertices whose P value was higher than the current input's P value [16]. 

Therefore, all the previous dominate minima which were recorded in the memory 

curve, and have values higher than the current local minima are deleted from the 

memory curve. This property is why the memory curve only records the dominate 

extrema points. Let us look at this property graphically in Figure 2.7. 

Consider a memory curve with vertices at coordinates {ai,Pi), and {a2,P2)- If 

we increase the input to as, where 0̂2 < 0:3 < ai , then all the states "recorded" 

in the memory curve whose a coordinate are less than 013 are wiped out. Notice 

that in Figure 2.7 the memory curve has changed. Suppose we now decrease the 

input to some P3, where P3 < Pi. Now in Figure 2.7 all the states "recorded" in the 

memory curve which are to the left of ps (i.e., all states whose P co-ordinate is above 

Ps) are wiped out. The wiping-out property is observed in magnetic materials and 

"smart" actuators such as those based on piezoelectricity and magnetostriction. This 

makes the Preisach operator a valuable mathematical tool for researchers in smart 

structures. 



The second property of the Preisach operator is referred to as the congruency 

property [16]. Before we explain this property, we need the following definition. 

Definition 2.2.1. Two signals, Ui{t) and U2{t) are congruent if there exists an in

terval [̂ 1,̂ 2] o,nd a constant c G R, so that Ui{t) = c + U2it). 

To explain this property, let {""^(0}^=! t>e a set of n inputs, for 0 < t < T, for 

some T < 00. .\lso, let us assume that starting at some time Ti all 92 < f̂c < 9i, 

and û . = Qi, Uk = 2̂ at least once after Ti. The result is that Uk{t), for t > Ti 

gi\e hysteresis loops in the output. Regardless of their past values the hysteresis 

loop resulting from each Uk will be congruent [16]. This means is if we shift the 

loops appropriately- along the output axis, then they will all overlap. For better 

understanding, let us look this property geometrically. 

Consider two different inputs, Ui(t), and U2{t). Before time Ti, the two inputs 

have different values, but after Tj, they both move between 51 and q2. The memory 

curves on P, will have the inputs before Ti, then at Ti, it will keep moving over the 

triangle r. The resulting output for t > Ti is shown in Figure 2.10 

We can see how the two hysteresis loops are congruent. If we move ui down along 

the output axis a length /, then Ui will perfectly overlap U2 [16]. 

.A.ny physical system with the above properties can be modeled with the Preisach 

operator. This is shown in the Representation Theorem in [16]. 

Theorem 2.2.1. The wiping-out property and the congruency property constitute the 

necessary and sufficient condition for a hysteresis nonlinearity to be represented by 

the Preisach model on the set of piecewise monotonic inputs [16]. 

For a proof, see Mayergoyz' representation theorem in [16]. 

When using the Preisach operator to model a system, the density function //(a, P) 

must be identified—The density function changes with each system modeled, so we 

need a way to find // for any given system. In the next chapter we will define the 

problem and discuss our method of solving for the density as well as discuss the 

advantages of our method. 
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(a) Plane with no input (b) Input increasing to ai 

(c) Input decreasing to /3i (d) Input increasing to Q2 € (^1, Qi) 

Figure 2.5: Input related to the Preisach plane 
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Figure 2.6: Input extrema related to the memory curve 
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a 

(a) Preisach plane with memory (b) Input increasing to Q3 € 

curve (a2,ai) 

Cf- 0. 

(c) Wiping out memory curve be- (d) Input decreasing to P3 > Pi 

low as 

Cf. 

(e) Wiping out memory curve to 

the right of Ps 

Figure 2.7: Wiping-out property 
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Figure 2.8: Ui(t) and U2{t) 

ui 

Figure 2.9: Ui and U2 related to the Preisach Plane 

Figure 2.10: Congruency property 
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CHAPTER III 

THE PROBLEM AND SOLUTION 

3.1 Identifying the Preisach Density Function 

\\'hen using the Preisach operator to model a physical system it is necessary to 

find the density- function iJ,{P, a), that models the physical phenomenon. We have to 

determine /J. from experiments, by observing outputs y(-) that correspond to inputs 

u(-). \Miat we would like is an approximation of the density function fi to put into 

the Preisach operator which fits the current input and output data. 

The first method for solving for fj, was stated in Mayergoyz' proof of his Repre

sentation Theorem. In this proof, Mayergoyz gives a formula which can solve for the 

Preisach density exactly. First, let y /̂ be the output of the Preisach operator when 

u(-) is increased from the lowest value to the value a', and let ya'g' represent the output 

when u{-) is decreased from a' to /?'. If we define the function F{a',P') = liya'—Ua'e'), 

then we can find n{a\ P') by the following formula [16]: 

d'F{a',P') 
^ ^ " ' ^ ^ = - da'dP' • ^^-'^ 

To use (3.1) the input signal must be in the continuous form between a' and p' for 

every {a', P') € P, which makes it difficult to implement in an experimental setting. 

When using (3.1) it is also assumed that there is no sensor noise since the output 

must be differentiable. This cannot be assumed for experimental data so we need a 

method to find //(a, P) which can be implemented with any input signal. 

There are generally three methods used to approximate the Preisach density. The 

first of these is to assume /i follows certain distribution, and then identify the param

eters of that distribution [4]. Three such distributions are [8]: 

15 
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Aexp( ^—--r^—2—) Gauss-Gauss distribution 

- '̂[(1 + ( T ^ ) ' ) ( 1 + i^)')]-' Factorized-Lorentian distribution 

''^''^^^Wi 2̂ ^̂ * 1^2HI) Lognormal-Gauss distribution 

where .V is a normalization factor, and Ho and a are unknown. Once fj. is assumed 

to follow one of these distributions, HQ and a are solved for using the experimental 

data. The problem with this method is that there is no real justification for assuming 

one particular distribution function over another [8]. In addition, Henze and Rucker 

have shown that this method is not as accurate as Mayergoyz' method. 

The next method involves using a family of functions as a basis, and assuming 

the density can be represented as a finite linear combination of these basis functions. 

To start, let M be the set of all finite Borel measures, /i on P so that fi e L'^{P) 

[7]. Next take an Â  dimensional subspace M^ C M, and pick an orthonormal basis 

{/ij}f_i for Ms- It is then assumed that the density can be represented as a finite 

linear combination of the basis vectors, yUj [7]. 

Solving for the density using this method leads to problems which are stated in 

Theorem 3.1 of Galinaitis, Joseph, and Rogers [7]. The first problem is that if the 

Preisach state functions are not in MAT, then solving for jl with this method "in general 

does not yield the best approximation to the density" [7] The second problem is that 

if MAT is a space of continuous functions, then there is no sequence ^t which will always 

identify the best approximation. 

The method we will use to approximate the density function is to discretize the 

Preisach plane and identify an approximation to the density function based on data 

obtained from experiments. In our particular method, we will approximate //(a, P) 

when there is "insufficient" data, a situation which leads to problems using the other 

methods. Unlike the distribution method, this method makes no assumptions about 

16 



the form the density function takes. Also, using this method, we can make the ap

proximation more accurate In- simply taking a finer discretization (see Proposition 

3.2.1). To calculate n we will discretize the inputs due to the constraints in imple

mentation. This leads to a discretization of the Preisach plane. This procedure is 

described in what follows. 

3.2 Discretization 

To implement this, the first thing to do is to discretize the input function u{t). We 

divide the time interval [0 , T] into nodes t = to,ti, ...,tn, where to = 0, and i„ = T. 

Assume that a tolerance d for the input has been specified, and use this to round 

the input values to the nearest multiple of the tolerance. Thus u{ti); i = 0,..., n takes 

values in the set Nd, where Â  € I = | ^ , ^ + 1 # 1 C Z. 

10^ 

a 

Figure 3.1: Partitioned Preisach plane 

Once the input is discretized, the Preisach plane, P = {{a,P)\m < a,P < M}, 

(where m is the minimum value of a and P, and M is the maximum value of a and P) 

is discretized accordingly. Round the lower bound m down to the nearest accuracy 

from the tolerance, m, and round the upper bound M up to the nearest accuracy of 

the tolerance, M. 

The next step is to divide the a and P axes into pieces of length d. On each axis 

start with m and make a division at m -I- d, the next t at m -I- 2d, and so on. When 

17 



Figure 3.2; Partitioned plane with a memory curve 

this is completed, there will be {^^^^) divisions along both axis, and the plane will be 

divided into a finite number of partitions (see Figure 3.1). Let D C P be defined so 

that the input is restricted to P \ D, then we only need to discretize the compliment 

ofD. 

The result is that if we plot a discretized input function u{t) the input values will 

match up along the grid formed on P. This is because we used the same tolerance for 

both u{t) and P. From here, we would like to assign a number to label each piece of 

P. There will be [%^ - l ] [%^] /2 total partitions. 

Now, to approximate ft at some point p we will find the density measure of a 

neighborhood R of p, then assume that R has a uniform density. Then, we can let 

fj.(j)) = IJ.{R). Let {n — 1) be the number of partitions of the plane, and let us assume 

a uniform density in each partition. Let Xi represent the density of the i'th section of 

the plane, Vz = 1 , . . . , (n — 1). To make things easier, put the entries Xi into a vector 

X, so that 

X = 

Xi 

Xn-l 

Now the problem becomes finding an approximation for the vector X. We find X 

18 



using the input and output data. 

Consider the Preisach plane with a memory curve. Let this be the state at time t. 

Since we partitioned the Preisach plane from discretization of the input, each point 

on the memory curve has (a, P) coordinates (TVjd, N2d), for some A î, N2 G 1. The 

result is that the memory curve lines up with the plane's partition. 

Let A'l be the set of x, below the memory curve. Thus A' \ Xi is the set of Xi 

above the memory curve. Then, we would like to say that the output y{t) at time t 

is approximated by 

y{t)^^xm+ Yl i-'^)^m + c (3.2) 
meA'i meX\Xi 

where c is the output contribution due to the set D. In the case of Figure 3.2 we 

would have 

y ^ (+l)[xi -I- X5 -f ^6 + :̂ 8 + ^9 + 5io] + (-1)[^2 + ^3 + X4 -I- X7] -t- c- (3.3) 

We can divide the Preisach plane and approximate the density at each piece 

because as the partition gets finer (converging to a point), the density approximation 

converges to the actual density at each point in P. This is stated in the following 

proposition. 

Before we start the proposition, we need the following definition. 

Definition 3.2.1. The diameter of a set A, which is a subset of an Euclidean space, 

notated diam{A), is defined as 

diam{A) = max{\p - q\:'ip,qe A). 

Proposition 3.2.1. Let P represent the Preisach plane, and let P„ represent the 

pieces of the discretized plane. Furthermore, let y be the output for the Preisach 

operator, then JZmex, ^m + Emex\x^ (-l)^m ^ y as max{diam{Pn) : P„ G P} ^ 0. 

fi]-
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Proof. Following from the Radon-Nikodym theorem, there is a a- finite measure u, 

so that 

d^ = -—dv 
dv 

[5]. It follows that there is a function 0 = d/x, where /i is absolutely continuous with 

respect to v so that 

// = / (})dii 

[9]. Now, let us take the partition P„, and look at 

L e Pn •- ma,x{diamL} —>• 0 as n goes to infinity[9] 

Now, let us create a new sequence of functions (l)n{L), where 

^ ^ f^ if LeP\G 

[ 0 ii LeG 

Here, A is the two-dimensional Lesbeage measure, and G is the complement of //'s 

support [9]. 

/ (pndX ^ (l>n{L)X{L) — ^i{L). So, 4>n{L) —> 4>{L), as n —>• cx). So, if we set 

dy-n = (p-ndX, then we get [9]: 

lim / Rp^adfJ-n - / R0,adpi- (3.4) 
n->°° Jp^ Jp 

Hence, as the partition gets finer, the approximation converges to the actual in

tegral output y. Q 

During an experiment, the outputs might get corrupted by sensor noise, and this 

might cause the measurements yi to be inexact. To model this, we write the output 

at time t as: 

y{t)=Y,Xm+ Yl (-l)^m + C+e (3.5) 
meXi rneX\Xi 
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where the e term takes care of the approximation error, and the error due to noise. 

Define a row vector .4i to be Aj = [5i • • • Sn-i], where the i'th element is 

S,= 
1 if Xj G A'l 

- 1 iixieX\Xi 

Using this new \-ector, the output at this state is 

y{ti) = AiX + c + e = [5i ••• 5n-i] 

Xi 

•^n—l 

n - 1 

-}-c-f e = ^(5jXj-I-c-h €. (3.6) 
1 = 1 

For easier notation let Ai = [Ai 1] and X = 
X 

c 
, then (3.6) becomes y{ti) = AiX 

If we do this for m instances of time, then we get m row vectors {Ay. j = 1 , . . . , m}, 

with each .4^ = [6ji • • • 6j(n-i) !]• If we denote y{tj) = yj, we also have m outputs 

{yj V AjX: j = I,. -.,m}. The system looks like the following: 

yi = Ai A +ei 

y2 = A2 X +62 

y-m — Am X -\-tj 

Let 

yi 

Vm 

= Y, 

Ai 

-^m 

= A , and 

ei 

= e. 

Then, we have the linear equation 

Y = AX + e. (3.7) 

We need is a way to solve for X that will best fit the data, but at the same time keep 

Xi > 0, since X represents a density function. 
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3.3 Minimization 

If we can find a X which minimizes the function 

fiX)=^-\\AX-Y\\' (3.8) 

where 

A : R" ^ W,X G R", and r € R"" ; m>n 

with the inequality constraint g{X) = A > 0, then X will be the density which best 

fits the input-output data. 

To solve this we need to following definitions and theorem. 

Definition 3.3.1. A functional / : A —>• fi, where G is a vector space and Q, is a 

normed space, is Gateaux differentiable with increment h at x if 

5f{x;h) = lim -[fix-^ ah)-fix)] 
a->0 a 

exists for some arbitrary /i G A [15]. 

Definition 3.3.2. If Z C Q,, then Z has an interior point p, if 3 e > 0 so that for 

all X where \\x — p\\ < e ̂  x E Z [15]. 

Definition 3.3.3. A subset C of some vector space is a positive cone if x E C =^ 

ax e C for alla>0 [15]. 

Definition 3.3.4. XQ is stationary if 

lim - [/(Ao + ah) - /(Ao)] = 0 ,for all h 
a->0 a 

Hence "local extrema occur at stationary points" [15]. 

Definition 3.3.5. If g : A ̂  fl is a Gateaux differentiable map from a vector space 

to a normed space, then a point Xo is a regular point of giXo) < 0 if 3 h e A so that 

giXo) + SgiXo',h) <0 [15]. 
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Theorem 3.3.1. (Generalized Kuhn-Tucker theorem) Let f be a Gateaux differen

tiable functional on a vector space A, and let g be a Gateaux differentiable map from 

A into a normed space il. Suppose Q, has a positive cone, with an interior point. If f 

subject to giX) > 0 is minimized at the point XQ, then there is a \ E ^* with A > 0 

so that 

f{Xo)-{giXo),X) 

is stationary, and {g{Xo), A) = 0. Q* is called the normed dual of Q,, and is the space 

of all bounded linear functional on Q [15] . 

In the case of (3.8), / : R'̂  —̂  R and the inequality constraint is giX) = X > 0. 

Since both / and g are Gateaux differentiable, then the Generalized Kuhn-Tucker 

theorem yields the existence of a A G M", such that the necessary conditions for X to 

minimize (3.8) are [15], 

Ai = 0 when A^ ^ 0 (3.9) 

2. 

A, > 0 when A, = 0 (3.10) 

3. The augmented function 

fix) = fiX)-X^giX) 

= / ( A ) - A ^ A 

satisfies 

(3.11) 

^ I ^ = X^A'A - Y^A -X^ = 0. (3.12) 
dX 
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From 1 and 2 above, it can be seen that if Xi > 0, then Aj - 0. So it follows, that 

the only entries of A that we must solve for are Aj, {j : Xj = 0}. However, since we 

are soh-ing for X, we need a way to make the proper entries of X zero. 

^̂ 'e will address this problem by using the conditions for (3.8)to find an X which 

is an approximation to the minimizer. To do this we first find a value of X which 

may violate a constraint, call it A". Then we will look at each entry in X and if the 

entry is negative, set it to zero. 

3.3.1 Program 

Consider the following algorithm: 

1. Get an initial approximation for A by A = iA^A)~^A'^Y. Also, create a vector 

of zeros of the same length as x, called track. 

2. Go through each element Xi G X, and if fj < 0, then set Xi = 0, and tracki = 1. 

3. Now we have a system where A^AX - A = A^Y, which can be written as 

[A^AeiA^Ae2... A^Ae„]A - [A^ei... A^e„] = A^Y 

where ê , z = 1 , . . . , n are the basis vectors for R". Since A^A = 0, we can write 

it as 

Bv = A^Y 

, A^Aei if A, = 0 , \ Xi if A, = 0 
where B:_i= < and Wj = < 

-ei if Xi = 0 I Xi if Xi = 0 

4. u = B-^A^Y, and let 

Vi if tracki = 0 
Xi 

0 if tracki = 0 
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Figure 3.3: Level Curves 

5. If 3i : Xi < 0, then send X back to step 2. Else quit. 

A common method for currently solving problems such as (3.8) is the method of 

feasible directions which differs from our algorithm in many ways. First, in contrast 

to the method of feasible directions which starts in a feasible set of solutions, our 

algorithm is always outside the feasible set of until it finds the answer. Also, the 

method of feasible directions involves the computation of a step size. This step size 

must be carefully computed so that the constraint boundaries are not overshoot. In 

our algorithm we do not need such a step size, instead each step is an a solution 

to an algebraic equation. Finally, the method of feasible directions moves from one 

constraint boundary to the next, whereas our method can identify several constrained 

variables in one step. 

Although it is clear that our algorithm converges within m steps, it may not always 

converge to the true minimizer. To illustrate this consider the two dimensional case 

in Figure 3.3. If the unconstrained minimizer X has both components negative then 

our algorithm will project this to the origin, and since there are no other constraints 

to minimize over it will stop. However it is clear that the constrained minimizer is 

obtained by moving in the positive Xi direction. This situation shows that there is 

some instability in our algorithm. 
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3.4 Problem Reformulation 

The previous algorithm works only when the experimental input-output data is 

in a form to >ield an m x n .4 matrix with rank n. However, if we do not have such 

a situation (which can easil>' arise by choosing a finer discretization of the input), we 

must reformulate the problem. In the following, we consider an even more general 

problem where the rank of .4 is less than min{m, n} : 

/ (A) = -IJAA - y|pi rankiA) < min {m, n}. (3.13) 

with the conditions 

AA' = Y + e 
(3.14) 

Ai > 0 , Vz = 1, . . . ,n. 

Let A'* minimize (3.13), then since rankiA) < m there is a nontrivial vector v so 

that a Av = 0 for all cv G R"*". 

fix*) = \ WAX* - Y\\ = \\AiX* + cyv) - Y\\ = fix* -h av) (3.15) 

which means A'* is not the unique minimizer, rather there is an entire hyperplane 

which achieves the minimum value for (3.8). 

In this situation we need to minimize (3.13) and ^||X||^. This problem can be 

tackled in two ways. The first involves a regularization of the problem, and the second 

method involves a singular value decomposition of A^A so that we now perform the 

minimization on an orthogonal subspace to the null space of A^A. Below we examine 

the first method. 

We regularize the problem so that we now have: 

min hiX) = ^\\X^\\-\-hAX-Y\\\ subject to Ai > 0, where a > 0. 

(3.16) 
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Theorem 3.3.1 yields that 3 A > 0 so that the augmented cost function 

MA') = | | l A | | 2 - F ^ | | A A - r | | 2 - A ^ A (3.17) 

is stationary, hence [15]: 

dhiX) 
~d?r = ° (3.18) 

^ ^ = aX^ + (A^A^A - Y^A) - A^ = 0 (3.19) 

=^ iA^A + aI)X - A = iA^Y). (3.20) 

The problem before was that A^A did not have full rank, but now the I term takes 

care of that problem. Now, just as before we will find the values of X which are zero 

we will get an initial approximation, call it A, then set all the negative entries to 

zero. 

3.4.1 Adjusted Program 

Consider the algorithm as in section 3.3.1, but with A^A -I- al replacing A^A. 

As in the previous algorithm we cannot guarantee convergence to the minimizer. We 

also found that this approach is unstable numerically, as the choice of a affects the 

solution greatly. 

—3.5 Singular Value Decomposition Method 

The second method of solving (3.13) involves a singular value decomposition of 

A^A so that we now perform the minimization on an orthogonal subspace to the null 

space of A^A. 
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Let rankiA) = q < min {m, n}. If we perform a singular value decomposition 

on A^A. then we get .4^A = US\"'\ where 5 is an n x n diagonal matrix with rank 

q < n. and U and U are unitary matrices (that is U'^U = V'^V = I) [11]. If we 

eliminate the rows and columns of S that are zero, along with the corresponding 

columns of T and 1', then we end up with Si q x q diagonal matrix that we call S, and 

two n X q matrices U and 1' 

Since the only components we eliminated were in the null space of A^A, we have 

A^A = USV^ = VSU^ (3.21) 

hence T = V. and U'^U = V^V is the g x 9 identity matrix. If we let X = UZ then 

Z = U^X. and (3.8) becomes: 

minimize / (Z) = X^USV^X-Y'^AX 

= iU^X)^SU'^X-Y^AX (3.22) 

= Z'^SZ-Y'^AUZ 

subject to the constraint giZ) = UZ > 0. Once we have a minimizer Z* for (3.22), 

then X* = UZ* solves problem (3.8). The constrained minimization problem (3.22) 

can be solved by with the MATLAB routine "quadprog," which uses a gradient 

method to obtain a minimizer. In the next chapter we will explain the tests and 

experiments we performed for our method. We will use real data from a magne

tostrictive actuator and polymer materials for our experiments. Then we will show 

the results of our measure identification for these materials. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

The following experiments were performed in a MATLAB environment on a PC 

running a 1.6 GHz .Athlon Processor, with a 1 GB RAM. 

4.1 Magnetostrictive Actuator 

For the first of our numerical experiments we used data from a commercial magne-

tostricti\e actuator from Venkataraman, Tan and Krishnaprsad 19. There, a Preisach 

operator was used to model the average magnetic field versus magnetization charac

teristic. In the experiment, the magnetic field input took values between 10 A/m and 

410 A/m. The output values were measured in Oe. We discretized the Preisach plane 

into intervals of 20 A/m. We used input data to create an A matrix, whose dimensions 

were 1306 x 211. The rank of A was 211, and so we used the MATLAB command 

"quadprog'" which solves (3.8). The time taken for the computation of A was 6.076 

seconds, and the maximum difference maxi<i<i306 jAjA — Yii)\ = 6.626 x 10* Oe, 

where A, denotes the i — th row of A. This error can be compared against the max

imum and minimum values of V that were 7.708 x 10̂  Oe and 2.143 x 10̂  Oe re

spectively. A comparison between the AA and Y can be seen in figure 4.1(b). The 

discretized density obtained can be seen in Figure 4.1(a). Figure 4.1(c) shows the 

magnetic field versus the magnetization characteristic for the actuator obtained from 

the identification experiment. 

In order to reduce the error maxj \AiX - Yii)\, we discretized the Preisach plane 

into intervals of 10 A/m. The input to the actuator was a periodic signal with increas

ing amplitude. We took alternating cycles from the input signal the corresponding 

outputs as the input to the identification program. This data led to a 692 x 821 A ma

trix. This time the rankiA) = 289 so we had to use the method described in Section 

3.5. We used the MATLAB command "svd" to obtain a singular value decomposi

tion for A^A, and then used the "quadprog" command to obtain the minimizer X* 
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It took 80.817 seconds for the computation, and max, jAiA - Yii)\ = 3.0853 x 10^ 

The density computed is shown in Figure 4.2(a). Once we had a density vector we 

used it along with the full input to predict what the full output would look like, the 

results of which can be seen in Figure 4.2(b). 

For a comparison we then used the full input signal at a discretization of 10 A/m. 

The input data led to a 1306x821 A matrix with rank 516, so we used the method from 

in Section 3.5. The discretized density function obtained can be seen in figure 4.3(a). 

It took 616 seconds for the computation, but maxi \A^X - Yii)\ = 3.206 x 10^ hence 

the prediction experiment above was 12.99% faster, and yielded a lower error than 

solving the problem with the full input signal. As expected, the comparison between 

AA' and the experimental output showed a better match than the discretization 

level of 20, the results can be seen in Figure 4.3(b). Finally, Figure 4.3(c) shows 

the magnetic field versus the magnetization characteristic for the magnetostrictive 

actuator obtained as a result of the identification experiment. 

4.2 Electro-active Polymers 

The next experiment used data published by Petchsuk and Chung on the electro-

active polymer VDF/TrFE/HFP (55.17/42.35/2.46 terpolymer 121) at 42° Celsius 

[18]. This polymer exhibits significant hysteresis in its Charge versus Electric Field 

characteristic. We discretized the Preisach plane into intervals of 12.5, from —175 

to 175. We then identified inputs and outputs to create a 57 x 407 A matrix. The 

rank of A was 56, so we performed a singular value decomposition for A^A, and used 

the MATLAB command "quadprog" to solve for the density. The time taken for 

the computation of the density was 4.216 seconds. The identified Preisach density 

function can be seen in Figure 4.4(a). The norm of AX was 334.75, and the norm 

of Y was 334.75. The comparison between the fitted data and the experimental data 

obtained from Petchsuk and Chung can be seen in Figure 4.4(b). 

The final numerical experiment used data of an electro-active VDF/HFP (5 %) 

polymer from Lu, Schirokauer, and Scheinbeim [14]. This polymer also exhibits hys-
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teresis in its Charge verses Electric Field characteristic. We discretized the Preisach 

plane into intervals of 12.5, from -150 to 150. Using the input-output data from [14] 

we created a 49 x 407 .4 matrix. The rank of A was 45, so we performed a singular 

value decomposition on A^.4 and solved for the density function The density took 

3.625 seconds to compute, and can be seen in Figure 4.5(a). We then compared the 

fitted data and the experimental data from [14]. The norm of AX was 425.3, and 

the norm of V was 426.09. The comparison between the fitted data and experimental 

data can be seen in Figure 4.5(b). 

Although investigation of electro-active polymers such as the two mentioned above 

started only a few years ago, it has rapidly grown in popularity. These polymers are 

being used in aerospace devices because of their low density [2]. Electro-active poly

mers are also being used in the creation of synthetic muscles. Dr. Yoseph Bar-Cohen, 

the Research Scientist and Group Leader at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at NASA 

has issued a challenge to build an artificial human arm from these polymers which will 

be capable of arm wrestling a human [2]. When engineers start to implement these 

polymers as muscles or in other devices, then they need to deal with the hysteresis 

exhibited by these materials, which our work will aid. 
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(a) The computed Preisach density (b) The approximation to the out-

function put(* indicates the predicted values). 

(c) Fitted Magnetic field versus Mag

netization Characteristic 

Figure 4.1: Identification with a magnetic field discretization of 20 A/m [19]. 
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(a) The computed Preisach density 

function 

(b) Comparison between predicted 

and actual Magnetization versus Mag

netic field (* indicates the predicted 

values). 

Magnetc Reti lA/m; 

(c) Fitted Magnetic field versus Mag

netization characteristic predicted for 

full input signal. 

Figure 4.2: Identification with a discretization of 10 A/m and minimal input [19]. 
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(a) The computed Preisach density 

function 

(b) Comparison between fitted and ac

tual Magnetization versus Magnetic 

field (* indicates the fitted values). 

(c) Fitted Magnetic field versus Mag

netization characteristic. 

Figure 4.3: Identification with a magnetic field discretization of 10 A/m [19]. 
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(a) The computed Preisach density (b) Comparison between fitted and ac-

function tual electric displacement versus elec

tric field data 

Figure 4.4: Identification for a VDF/TrFE/HFP electro-active polymer [18] 
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(a) The Preisach density calculated 

for a VDF/HFP (5 %) electro-active 

polymer. 

(b) Comparison between fitted and ac

tual charge versus electric field data 

for a VDF/HFP(5 %) electro-active 

polymer. 

Figure 4.5: Identification for a VDF/HFP (5 %) electro-active polymer [14] 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

To use the Preisach operator for modeling hysteresis the Preisach density function 

must be known. The purpose of this thesis was to find an approximation method 

for the Preisach densit>- function when the data available was insufficient to use 

any other identification method. Since insufficient data is a common occurrence in 

experimental settings, there is a need for a method which utilizes all available data 

to find best approximation which fits the experimental data. Within Chapter II, we 

developed the Preisach operator, and discussed was the wiping-out and congruency 

properties. We also demonstrated how the input and output of the Preisach operator 

were geometrically related to the Preisach plane, which is important for creating the 

A matrix used in our approximation method. 

In Chapter III, the methods for obtaining an approximation of the Preisach density 

were presented. Our method which utilizes all the data available to obtain the best 

approximation possible was described. The advantage of our method over the others 

is that it is the only method which can be implemented when the data available is 

"insufficient." In addition our method makes no assumptions about the form fx takes. 

In Chapter IV, we used the method described in Sections 3.4, 3.5 to obtain and 

utilize the Preisach density for previously published data. We found that our method 

will give us an approximation that can accurately be used to calculate the output for 

a system with hysteresis. 

A topic for future work would be to investigate the convergence properties of the 

method described in Section 3.3.1. It would also be interesting to see if a modification 

of the algorithm from Section 3.3.1 could eUminate the problem presented. Another 

possible subject for future work is to develop a new method to solve (3.8) that would 

take less time than "quadprog." 
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